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Mr. President, 

 

My Delegation thanks the Special Rapporteur for her thought-provoking Report on 

contemporary forms of slavery, including its causes and consequences.  

 

At the present time, 35.8 million people1 experience the deprivation of one of the 

fundamental and universal rights: the right to be free from slavery in all its numerous forms. 

According to ILO data, 5.5 million of the 20.9 million persons in forced labor are children with 

up to 15 per cent of those working in supply chains.2 As the Special Rapporteur underlines, even 

if globalization has created unprecedented opportunities, “the demand for cheap labor meets a 

ready supply of workers from vulnerable groups: indigenous people, minorities, those 

considered to be from the “lowest castes” and migrants, especially those in an irregular 

situation.”3  

 

Sectors with a high risk of contemporary forms of slavery using supply chains, include 

agriculture, construction, mining and the textile industry. These often “rely on temporary or 

migrant labor and are characterized by complex contracting and subcontracting chains which 

make the victims dependent on their exploiters,”4 especially “in countries where labor 

regulations fail to comply with international norms and minimum standards, or, equally 

illegally, in countries which lack legal protection for workers’ rights.”5 Such enslavement is 

accomplished by blackmail and threats made against workers and their loved ones, by the 

confiscation of their identity documents, through physical violence, and by forcing them to live 

clandestinely or in disgraceful living and working conditions. 

 

However, there are many other forms of slavery which go beyond the exploitation of 

forced labor of the supply chain: a great number of people, many of whom are minors, are also 

forced into prostitution, or to become sex slaves. Women are forced into marriage or sold for 

arranged marriages and bequeathed to relatives of their deceased husbands without any right 

 
1 The Global Slavery Index 2014, Walk Free Foundation available on http://www.globalslaveryindex.org/ 
2 Urmila Bhoola, Report of the Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of slavery, including its causes and 

consequences, 8 July 2015. 
3 Urmila Bhoola, Op. cit., point B. Causes and prevalence of contemporary forms of slavery in supply chains and examples of 

sectors at risk, p. 19. 
4 Urmila Bhoola, Op. cit. 
5 Message of His Holiness Pope Francis for the celebration of the World Day of Peace, 1 January 2015, No longer slaves, 

but brothers and sisters. 



to give or withhold their consent. There are also persons, minors and adults alike, who are made 

objects of trafficking for the sale of organs, for recruitment as soldiers, for begging, for illegal 

activities such as the production and sale of narcotics or for disguised forms of cross-border 

adoption. This old inhuman phenomenon of man’s subjugation by man, is rooted, today as in 

the past, in “a notion of the human person which allows him or her to be treated as an object, 

deprived of their freedom, sold and reduced to being the property of others and treated as a 

means to an end.”6 

 

Frequently, the victims of human trafficking and slavery are taken in by false promises 

of employment, while looking for a way out of a situation of extreme poverty or they are forced 

by debt bondage. However, beyond poverty, many other causes help to explain contemporary 

forms of slavery. Among these, we can find underdevelopment and exclusion, and also 

corruption, greed, armed conflicts, violence, criminal activity and terrorism. The task of the 

International Community is to “recognize that we are facing a global phenomenon which 

exceeds the competence of any one community or country” and “in order to eliminate it, we 

need a mobilization comparable in size to that of the phenomenon itself.”7 National and 

international efforts should be committed to prevention, to victim protection, to the legal 

prosecution of perpetrators, working for victims' psychological and educational rehabilitation 

in order to reintegrate them into the society where they live or from which they have come.8 

States should ensure that their own legislation truly respects the dignity of the human person 

in the areas of migration, employment, adoption, the movement of businesses offshore and the 

sale of items produced by slave labor, seeking the most suitable modalities to punish those who 

are complicit in this inhuman trade.9  

 

Intergovernmental Organizations, in keeping with the principle of subsidiarity, are 

called to coordinate initiatives for combating the transnational networks of organized crime 

which oversee the trafficking of persons and the illegal trafficking of migrants.10 In this regard, 

the many efforts of the Catholic Church, especially on the part of religious communities, to 

counter the modern form of slavery could be used as a best practice for other institutions and 

agencies. 

 

it is necessary for the International Community to cast off the relativistic culture where one 

person takes advantage of another, treating others as mere objects, imposing forced labor on 

them or enslaving them to pay their debts. We must overcome the “globalization of 

indifference” to their plight, transforming it through a renewed sense of solidarity and 

fraternity. 

 

Thank you, Mr. President.  

 
6 Ibidem. 
7 Ibidem. 
8 Ibidem. 
9 Pope Francis, Address to the Participants in the Plenary Session of the Pontifical Academy of Social Sciences, 18 

April 2015. 
10 Message of His Holiness Pope Francis for the celebration of the World Day of Peace, 1 January 2015, No longer 

slaves, but brothers and sisters. 


